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Detecting ThermoCamera malfunctioning by detecting a pattern of fringes
The thermal images taken by the thermocamera are a crucial part of our technology. Automatic and early
detection of failing cameras reduces material waste and improves customer perception of the technology. One of
the failure modes of the camera is the appearance of horizontal fringes in the image (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Thermocamera image with horizontal fringes

Figure 2: Thermocamera without horizontal fringes (normal)

It is highly desirable to detect this defect before the onset of PQ impact.

The fringes detection algorithm is applied to the first images of warmup because they provide high thermal
uniformity and improved SNR. We illustrate the algorithm with images taken before the build platform is covered
with powder.
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Figure 3: Thermal image from the early phase of the startup routine.

The detection process followed is explained below:
1. For each image taken, we subtract the mean of the image. Then, we average a stack of images and remove
the central part of the image.

Figure 4: Average subtracted, summed, and cropped images from the early phase of the startup routine.

2. Average the image along the X axis to get the undulation pattern.

Figure 5: Image averaged along the X‐axis highlights the oscillatory pattern and smoothed out noise.
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In another implementation, the detection metric is the intensity of a FFT power spectrum peak corresponding
to the frequency of the fringe pattern.

Figure 6: Fringe index calculated in another implementation. Top left: composite image of the Thermocamera Verification test. Top
right: image averaged along the X‐axis. Bottom left: FFT of the curve with a peak at frequency 5 (5 cycles per image).

This analysis allows to detect this failure mode and perform a preemptive replacement, which is necessary
because the issue can appear randomly during the camera’s lifetime. Having a way to detect it is something that
we need to assure a good quality of our printing process.
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